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I.

Background Information on Puerto Rico
Located in the northeastern Caribbean sea, Puerto Rico, officially the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, is deemed as a self-governing island with a
population of 3.1 million and a surface area of 9,104 km2. Puerto Rico is considered to be an
economically advancing island when compared to Latin American Standards.
With the 1898 Spanish - American war Puerto Rico no longer was a Spanish colony and now was
an American one as the U.S gained possession of Spanish colonies such as Cuba and the Philippines. In
1917 Puerto Ricans were granted American citizenship with the Jones Act. Puerto Rico faced great
restrictions and a lack of opportunities regarding its diplomatic and parliamentary autonomy. The
commonwealth of Puerto Rico was officially established in 1952 following a proposal of the
establishment of a constitutional government for the island which granted it the ability to govern its
internal political affairs while remaining a set down relationship with the mainland and recognizing it as a
federal statute. Puerto Rico, unfortunately, did face centuries of neglect from prior colonizers as well as
the U.S which we were able to observe during the 2014 hurricane Marina.
Being a Latin American country Puerto Rico is deeply concerned with the ongoing issues being
addressed on the agenda items. Having a direct relation to the illicit drug trafficking among Latin
American Cartels, Puerto Rico is ready to presume and surpass their efforts on resolving the issues with
the supportive Member States.

II.

Previous Attempts of Puerto Rico at Resolving the Issues
A. The question of illicit drug trafficking among Latin American Cartels

●

Puerto Rico is deeply concerned with the ongoing issue of illicit drug trafficking among Latin
American Cartels having direct relation to them and being a Latin American country.

●

Having been stressed many times by numerous experts such as Anthony Maingot, the Caribbean
carries an immense value in relation to the drug trade due to its vulnerability. Puerto Rico’s
banking system has previously been used for illicit activities such as money laundering. Despite

prior issues, Puerto Rico hasn't been carrying the characteristics of a so-called “narco democracy”
due to the drug affairs not carrying major outcomes grand enough to destabilize the political and
diplomatic system or the inner and intrastate affairs of the country.
●

Previously labeled one of the U.S states leading the country to a total cocaine seizure
(Gumbrewicz 8), Puerto Rico has had access to numerous waterways which have allowed it to
easily distribute drugs to large markets using it. Despite the Comprehensive Drug Abuse and
Prevention Control Act passed by the Nixon administration in 1970 which criminalized the
distribution and production of illicit drugs and was applied in Puerto Rico according to the Puerto
Rico Federal Relations Act since it was not deemed locally inapplicable Puerto Rico had
continued facing issues regarding illicit drug distribution and cartels.

●

Puerto Rico has been a point of interest due to its geopolitical location for drug cartels and has
been deemed a High-Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) in 1994. Cartels have taken
advantage of the lack of control of shipped items and screening of them from Puerto Rico to the
U.S and visa versa.

●

The production and sale of drugs have been criminalized and the demand for drugs has been
attempted to reduce through the application of jail sentences on drug offenders in Puerto Rico.
Unfortunately, the laws and strategies applied mainly targeted the marginalization of drug users
rather than aiding them by reducing opportunities for them to receive medical health regarding
the issue.

B. The question of legislations for protecting the Amazon Forests in all
borders/countries
●

Not being a country bordering the Amazon forests, Puerto Rico has not yet
implemented any policies or acts regarding the issue and has remained silent.

●

Recently suffering the grand consequences of hurricane Marina Puerto Rico
themselves is facing issues regarding environmental affairs and issues due to still
trying to recover from the recent events.

●

Puerto Rico is ready to adopt policies and support acts aiming to resolve the issue
and prevent the situation from further aggravating.

C. The question of the territorial conflict between Guatemala and Belize

●

Due to being a commonwealth Puerto Rico has no direct relation to the issue and
has not yet made any statements regarding it. Puerto Rico is willing to adopt any
reasonable and applicable solution proposals on the issue.

III.

Objectives, Aims and Possible Solutions Proposed by Puerto Rico On
the Issues
A. The question of illicit drug trafficking among Latin American Cartels

●

Being a part of the issue Puerto Rico believes that a major part of the solution comes with
tightening import policies since judging by our own prior experiences imports and the lack of
monitoring they get are the main source of drug income in the country. This can especially have a
grand effect between allied or in some sort related countries as we've seen with our own import
policies with the U.S and the lack of screening the goods imported, as a result of which drug trade
takes place.

●

Having witnessed how the policies created may result in the radical marginalization of drug users
and enforce grand punishments on them resulting in a great lack of healthcare services and aid
they are permitted to receive in order to rehabilitate and recover Puerto Rico believes that change
comes with providing those in need of them with rehabilitators services and proper healthcare the
resources for which may be taken from taxes. Especially alarmed by rates of poverty and having a
43.5% poverty rate ourselves, Puerto Rico believes that the proper supplementation of health care
and general well-being services for those in need will be a step into suspending the demand for
illicit drugs.

●

Having had troubles with our education system ourselves, Puerto Rico believes that receiving
proper and accessible education will open many doors of opportunities especially materialistically
which may be the solution for what seems like an inescapable path of cartels and criminal
activities. Receiving proper education will allow individuals to pursue well-paying jobs which
will help them sustain themselves without seeking the need of involving themselves in illicit drug
trafficking. Puerto Rico once again suggests for governments to fund the necessary systems more
efficiently in order for this to be applied.

B. The question of legislations for protecting the Amazon Forests in all
borders/countries
●

Puerto Rico believes that the creation of new or the public support of already
existing NGOs aiming to resolve the issue is the best solution. Puerto Rico
believes that with the collaboration of member states and with unanimous
agreements, propositions of alternatives to the current matter will be resolved or
at least minimized.

●

Puerto Rico believes that this issue can be resolved only with the collaboration of
member states since this issue is a largely political one and simple solutions such
as education of the general public and campaigns won't be as effective.

●

Puerto Rico also stresses the importance of the recognition of indigenous
communities living in the Amazon forest areas and the negative effects the
deforestation has had on their living conditions and the logistical housing.

C. The question of the territorial conflict between Guatemala and Belize
●

Recognizing the fact that this case is an ongoing investigation in the ICJ, Puerto
Rico believes that the decision on the issue should be finalized and in case of any
objections, the countries should be given a chance to meet on neutral grounds and
discuss their stakes.

●

Considering the fact that Belize has previously come close to being invaded by
Guatemala, Puerto Rico believes a meeting, conference or any sort of
communication should take place between the two countries regarding the safety
and security of the citizens of Belize.
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